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Presidents Report
Grant
Well here we are heading into March and
as I still appear to be writing the
presidents report following the AGM, I’m
guessing most will have figured out that I
didn’t manage to sneak out to the model
shed and hide myself away for AGM night.
So yes, I’m back in the president’s chair for another 12 months and you
will have to continue to suffer my monthly column in the bulletin and
listen to me prattle on at the Club nights from the front table!! All that
said, the AGM held no surprises and this shows the strength of our club,
its committee and members. Thank you to all those that turned up on the
night, that’s approx 1/3 of our membership, so a pretty good
representation for an AGM.
As you will see, the committee pretty much rolled over into the new year
with only one significant change of roll, that of Sel Melville taking over
from Lyndon as Club Captain. Thanks Sel for taking on the
responsibility and I hear you have some fresh ideas to promote and try
out as we head into the coming year. Also I’d like to thank Lyndon for
his contribution as captain last year.
The Theme for the March club night is to be “Bring a Tool”.

Tool

Tool ?
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Yes we ran a similar club night last year which featured your favourite
tool. Members commented that it was an interesting night and that we
should do it again. So this time we ask that every member brings along
something different this time. This time we want to see the unusual, the
“I’d never have thought of using that” as a tool. For example, how about
that tool that gets used once a year, but when you do it makes the job all
that much easier. Or maybe what about that strange tool that you
wouldn’t normally associate as something to do with modelling, but
when you use it, it makes all the difference. You get the idea, simply
bring along a tool that makes the modelling experience somehow better.
Our February themed club flying day probably didn’t go quite to plan as
hoped, possibly due to the hot, dry & exhausting weather or some other
inexplicable reason. None the less our new club captain did have his pen,
paper and clip board at the ready for the day, it’s just that nothing
seemed to eventuate...Never mind, there was still plenty of flying and
that’s what matters most.

Ed. - Grant at the Avalon Airshow watching Albatrosses’ to…..
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March’s themed flying day is to be focused around the Radian Glider
plus any other glider/vintage model. Sel will be running a couple of
simple tasks such as a spot landing event, timed flight and other such
like activities. I’m sure it will be a lot of fun and very much a low stress
event. As always, regular club flying is encouraged alongside these
event days, so don’t stay at home, come out and have a fly, a laugh and
maybe even have a go at the events too.
At the AGM, the future of the bulletin as a printed item was heavily
debated. This issue ran in parallel with setting the annual club fees, with
the bulk of the necessary information around these two items published
in the bulletin prior to the AGM. Following a good lot of useful
discussion around the pros and cons of a Printed verses Electronic
version of the bulletin, the vote was taken. The option for lower fees
combined with an Electronic Emailed/Website version of the bulletin got
the vote by a significant majority. There were certainly good arguments
in favour of both options, however reducing the workload on the
committee, reducing costs to members and expanding the capabilities of
the bulletin won out on the day. Since the AGM we have been advised
that our subsidised printing of the bulletin is shortly coming to an end.
Thus our change to an electronic version has worked out to be very
timely, knowing that future printing costs would have added
substantially to future club fees if we were retaining the bulletin on
paper.

……..F-35’s. And everything in between
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On the note of going to an electronic Bulletin. These have been available
on our club website each month already and there’s at least the last 12
months on there too. What’s more, the entire bulletin is in colour so you
are able to see all those photo’s in their full glory!
In preparation for going fully digital with the newsletter, if you’ve
changed your Email address recently, or suspect we don’t hold your
correct email, please contact Alan Rowson to update your details. That
way we will be able to email the bulletin directly to you each month.
Right, that’s my lot for the month as I am writing this early to work in
with my busy schedule. Make the most of the hot dry weather whilst it
lasts as the long summer days and daylight saving will soon come to an
end. Don’t forget the keen ones are still attempting to fly on Wednesday
evenings after work, so why not see if you can too.
That’s all for now, safer flying everyone.
Grant
__________________________________________________________

Treasurers Report
Alan Rowson
Our AGM was held on the 13th February and 28 members attended, 3 up
on the previous year.
As you may have read in our last bulletin the MFNZ subs increased by
$13.00 so we have increased our club subs by $2.00 pa.
It was agreed at the AGM that the Bulletin from May will be published
via email /Website.
A vote was taken and it was agreed that the Bulletin would be sent this
way. Gallaghers have verbally advised that they can no longer print our
bulletin so this has come at the right time.
If we continue to publish the bulletin our fees would have had to
increase significantly.
Our Fees for 2019/2020 are as follows:
Senior
$180.00
Retired 70 plus
$160.00
Family
$190.00
Junior
$ 60.00
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Control line/Freeflight
$120.00
Associate
$ 75.00
All subs are to be paid by 31 March 2019 and can be done directly to our
Bank account 03 0314 0215645-00. Please ensure that your name is on
the deposit.
Cheques and cash will be accepted and can be paid into the Bank
account but please ask the teller to type in your name.
It will make my job easier if payments can be done as early as possible.
Just remember if payments are not paid by 31 March 2019 you are
not able to fly any type of aircraft at our field or any other flying site.
You will not be covered by insurance.
As per Grants report regarding emails, in preparation for going fully
digital, if you’ve changed your Email address recently, or suspect we
don’t hold your correct email address, please contact me to update your
contact details.
With your current email address we will be able to email the newsletter
directly to you each month.
Contact Alan
Home 07-843-3889,
Mobile 021-025-93002
Email: alan48linda47@gmail.com
__________________________________________________________

Alan’s Sopwith Tabloid at Warbirds
over Awatoto
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Club Captains Report
Sel
For those of you that weren’t at the AGM you may not
know that I’ve been elected as your new Club Captain.
When Grant nominated me for this position I felt quite
honoured to be selected from a membership of about 80,
however I soon found out that no one else wanted the
job so that killed the ego pretty quickly. It’s a big step
up from being Club Janitor so I will have to up my
game.
Next club day is going to be a radian and glider day. This should be a good one
as there are so many radians in the club and there will be something for
everyone.
Welcome to two new members :Bruce Clarke, who is a retired carpenter/ joiner, qualified locksmith and
sheetmetal worker. Bruce has been building rubber band free flight and diesel
C/L models for many years and is now moving into RC under the watchful
buddy box of Gordon. He is interested in scale and warbirds.
Stuart Yardley has rejoined the club after a six year break. Stuart is a painter
and flies electric foamies under the guidance of Earle. His preferred aircraft are
warbirds.
It seems that that there is something to be learned each time I go out to the field.
A couple of weeks ago on my first flight of the day with my Mamba biplane,
during a roll the engine quit. After a successful dead stick landing I tried to
restart the DA70 but only managing to get a couple of coughs out of it. Sounds
like a fuel problem. Off comes the prop and cowl where I find the problem. The
thing that I learnt from that flight was, it’s always a good idea to put fuel in the
tank prior to takeoff. OOPS!
Wind direction indicator – you will notice that after an extensive overhaul, it
has now been relocated to the roof of the shed. Remember going up can turn to
going down just when you least expect it!
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A Tiger with Only One Wing
Bruce Pickering
“That’s not a Tiger Moth; it’s only got one wing!” But fear not ye
sceptics, because it truly is a Tiger Moth. Let me explain. In July 1927,
in an effort to explore high speed flight, the deHavilland Company
produced two small single-seat low wing monoplanes that they called
DH71 Tiger Moth. With its slender fuselage designed around the rather
slim test pilot Hubert Broad, this diminutive little aeroplane had a
wingspan of only 6.86m (22.5ft). The top of the fuselage sides were
sloped outwards to accommodate the pilot’s shoulders.
Powered by the 85hp ACD Cirrus II engine, both aircraft were entered
for the King's Cup Air Race, which at the time was the accepted way of
proving any new light aircraft. One was scratched before the race; the
other was withdrawn during the race due to handling problems in the
bumpy conditions. Soon thereafter Hubert Broad, in a modified
aircraft—wingspan reduced to 5.69m (18.7ft) with a 135hp Gipsy
engine—set a new closed circuit record of 300km/h for aircraft in its
class. Five days later he set a new altitude record of 5849m (19,190ft),
having to give up due to lack of oxygen, although the aircraft was still
climbing at over 305m (1000ft) per minute! Take-off weight was only
411kg.
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In 1930 one dH71 was taken to Australia, but crashed during practice for
an air race after suffering engine failure on take-off, killing the pilot. The
other airframe, minus engine, was destroyed at Hatfield in an air raid
during October 1940. So, although successful, this experimental aircraft
was short lived, which is probably why the name Tiger Moth was used
again, for the very well-known biplane of the 1930’s.
How did I come to build this model? Well, I had a DLE 30 sitting in its
box, waiting for an aircraft to go in. I asked Brad for some ideas and he
said, “Build a racing plane,” and gave me some suggestions. That got me
started and when I found a picture of the DH71 that satisfied my off-beat
liking for building unusual aircraft, I knew that was to be my next build.
A bit of research turned up a 3-view, illustrating a very simple design,
and some black and white photos of the original aeroplanes.

Because the fuselage is quite long, I went for around 30% scale, with a
wingspan of 2134mm (84”). Construction is very straightforward; the
fuselage has slab sides, curved bottom and top, with a full length turtle
deck spine, starting just behind the propeller—covering the engine—and
extending to the fin. What made it easier was that the aircraft has no
canopy, so to speak, just some windows each side of the turtle deck,
which must have made visibility a nightmare for the pilot.
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I built the wings by sliding ribs over front and rear spars, at scale spacing.
Between each pair of ribs there is a truncated rib back to the front spar.
The spars do not show, there is no sheeting, and the wing looks exactly
like the original. The flying and landing wires (fishing line trace cable)
are semi functional—I wanted to eliminate any possible twist. As it
happens, they turned out to be more of a nuisance than help, stretching
and at times coming off. I will replace them with solid music wire and
more substantial fixings. The only tricky area was the engine cowl; the
drawings were somewhat confusing and the black and white photos were
a bit obscure, so I applied some ‘artistic licence’ and the TLAR (That
Looks About Right) method.

The large, skinny wheels are similar to my Hawker Tomtit’s and were
made the same way—laminated veneer inner and outer disks with solid
rims and hubs, fitted with a tyre made from round soft rubber. The
undercarriage is bent up from 4.5mm piano wire, with fairings shaped
from litho plate and fixed on with silicone. To reduce weight and drag
deHavilland designed rubber bungee springs inside the wheel hubs. This
was too difficult for me to copy so the model has no springs; however
the large wheels help to compensate for that. The upright mounted
RCGF 30 motor fits snugly inside the cowl.
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I covered the fuselage with 24gm fibreglass cloth applied with
polyurethane varnish; the wing and tail are covered with Koverall.
Photos of the original were all black and white, but documentation
described the colour scheme for G-EBQU as ‘pale bronze and black,
with tiger stripes on the flying surfaces.’ I think I’ve got that pretty well
right, except the tapering tiger stripes are straight instead of wavy as on
the original.
The first couple of flights were a bit twitchy, indicating a need to move
the centre of gravity forward. It also required more left aileron trim than
I would prefer, so I reduced the incidence of the left wing by a small
amount. With the CG moved forward it was inclined to nose over on the
ground. To fix that I moved the wheels forward by 40mm. Now she
handles easily on the ground and flies really well. It looks good in the air
too. The 30cc engine is plenty of power.
__________________________________________________________

Warbirds over Awatoto

Flight Line

Alan’s Fokker in for landing
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Mike Briggs Mosquito – Best of Show

Parting Shot:
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Gordon’s Cessna

Coming Events 2019
March 2019







Glider Aero Tow - Hawkes Bay
March 1, 2019 - March 3, 2019 @ Aorangi Road, South Hawkes Bay
New Plymouth Club Memorial weekend events
March 8, 2019 - March 10, 2019 @ Fri-Indoor TSB Stadium; Sat- AM Sport
flying @ Ferndene, PM Floatplanes/Memorial Dinner at Lake Ratapiko;
Sun- Sport flying @ Ferndene
RC Scale Competition – Waharoa Airfield
March 9, 2019 9:00 am - @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road, Waharoa
HMAC Club Night Meeting
March 13, 2019 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
Ballons Over Waikato
March 19, 2019 - March 23, 2019 @ Innes Common by Hamilton Lake

April 2019


RC Soaring Aero Tow event - TECT Park Tauranga
April 5, 2019 - April 7, 2019 @ TECT All Terrain Park Model Flying Centre,
Pyes Pa Road. (29km from Tauranga, 27km from Rotorua )
 HMAC Club Night Meeting
April 10, 2019 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
 IMAC Scale Aerobatics Competition - Galatea
April 12, 2019 - April 14, 2019 @ Galatea Airfield, Galatea (Rotorua District)
 RC Pylon Racing Series
April 14, 2019 - @ Airsail Model Aero Club, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa

Flight Lines April 2019
April Bulletin – 29 March 2019

For further up to date event info please visit:
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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